The liberation of Kuwait has begun'

U.S. forces launch massive air strike on Iraqi troops, targets

Iowa City activists take to streets

By Jon Wiley and Jim Snyder

Heavenly host of military leaders, major cities were rocked by the U.S. military’s massive air strike on Iraqi troops in Kuwait. The air strike was a direct response to Iraq’s continued aggression in the gulf.

The air strike, which began at 2:50 a.m., was the result of months of planning and preparation. The military stated that this was a necessary step to protect the security of the United States and its allies.

Local groups in Iowa City showed their support for the military action, expressing their solidarity with the troops and their determination to stand against aggression.

Desert Shield turns to Desert Storm offensive

By Edith M. Lawder

The U.S. military launched a massive air strike on Iraqi troops in Kuwait, marking a significant escalation in the gulf conflict.

The air strike, which began at 2:50 a.m., targeted Iraqi troops and bases in the Kuwait area. The military stated that this was a necessary step to protect the security of the United States and its allies.

Local groups in Iowa City showed their support for the military action, expressing their solidarity with the troops and their determination to stand against aggression.

Locals feel sadness and concern as reality of war sets in

By Laura Dolman and Shannan Chung

The Daily Iowan

As Iowa City residents gathered for the announcement of Operation Desert Storm, children and adults alike were overcome with emotions.

While some were excited about the possibility of a quick end to the war, others were worried about the safety of friends and family.

The announcement of the war was met with a mix of emotions. Some were excited about the possibility of a quick end to the war, while others were worried about the safety of friends and family.
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"Speakable" or "pervious" do not exceed 30 percent of a lower level class faculty position. An evaluation conducted last year by the committee revealed that older professors are at a school and that the new system is not working as the stated in the study. The only way to increase the base salary for an older professor is to hire a new professor. The panel was established in the spring of 1984 by the Music Building, from 4 to 8 p.m. Entrepreneurs should prepare a short speech and bring along a new product for potential experiences. All entrepreneurs must sign up for an available slot. More information contact Steve Anderson, Adventurers Park."

City loses Daum closing as threat to housing

By Betty Chew

The Daily Iowan

The Iowa City-Annals, Iowa City's historic newspaper, is closing its doors. The City of Iowa City, the largest community in the state, is concerned about the future of the newspaper. The newspaper has been in operation since 1867, and it has been a mainstay of the community ever since.

In recent years, however, the newspaper has faced financial difficulties. The publisher, who is also the mayor of Iowa City, has been struggling to keep the paper afloat. The city council has been working with the newspaper to find a solution, but so far, no agreement has been reached.

The mayor has said that the newspaper has been a valuable resource for the community, and he is concerned about what will happen to the city without it. "We're not going to just let the newspaper close," he said. "We're going to do everything we can to keep it open."
World reactions to outbreak of war in gulf cover spectrum

Protest

World reactions to outbreak of war in the Persian Gulf were divided yesterday, even as some 30,000 Americans demonstrated in favor of the U.S. move against Iraq.

By Michael Hirsh

The Associated Press

The outcome of war in the Persian Gulf brought promises of support for the United States from its allies, warnings for peacemakers and 14 anti-war demonstrations across the country, but little in the way of clear-cut reactions toward the United States by other nations.

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar, who had engaged in 11th hour efforts to calm the crisis, declared his efforts futile after the war, saying that it would be better to try to prevent such disasters.

Many people have given up on church because they find it boring and mean-spirited. Not so at River Valley Community Church. We believe church should be exciting. That's why we offer a totally different approach to church with popular music and inspiring messages that are practical and relevant. If you're looking for a community where you can belong, River Valley Community Church is for you. We’ll make a great impression on you.

I'm here because men, women and children are dying. We have no right to be there.

As they made their way to the Federal Building, the crowd was stopped by police for the first time since lawmakers stopped the march. The police's policy in the gulf area, says the Dallas Morning News, 11 people are dying.

F.A.M.I.L.Y. - for peace while marching from the Federal Building to the U.S. Capitol building, where they are now facing a court challenge. The protesters then made their way to the Federal Building, where they occupied the lobby of the building and the downtown mall.

The protesters then made their way to the Federal Building, where they occupied the lobby of the building and the downtown mall.

A police signal signifies peace while marching from the Federal Building to the U.S. Capitol building.

By Michael Hirsh

The Associated Press

The outcome of war in the Persian Gulf brought promises of support for the United States from its allies, warnings for peacemakers and 14 anti-war demonstrations across the country, but little in the way of clear-cut reactions toward the United States by other nations.

Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar, who had engaged in 11th hour efforts to calm the crisis, declared his efforts futile after the war, saying that it would be better to try to prevent such disasters.

Many people have given up on church because they find it boring and mean-spirited. Not so at River Valley Community Church. We believe church should be exciting. That's why we offer a totally different approach to church with popular music and inspiring messages that are practical and relevant. If you're looking for a community where you can belong, River Valley Community Church is for you. We’ll make a great impression on you.
UI college plans MBA, building

By Sharon L.K. Cheng

The Daily Iowan

The University of Iowa Business Administration School will be seeking a $24 million building and a new head of the school this summer when the University of Iowa Board of Regents at their telephonic meeting Friday.

The policy has already been approved by the Faculty Senate at each of the three regent universities — the UI, Iowa State University and Iowa. It will be debated and voted on by the regents at their monthly meeting in May.

According to the legislation, TA's will be evaluated by the end of each academic year. The standards must be implemented by July 1, 1991.

These standards include:

- Teaching ability of the material being taught.
- Ability to function in small and large settings.
- Ability to evaluate student performance appropriately.
- Teaching facility to be supplied with appropriate resources and knowledge of subject matter.

Passed, the state university will then develop guidelines based on the board's policy, but designed specifically for the needs of each college. These guidelines must be submitted to the regents by July 1, 1991.

In a similar proposal, the hiring policy in an oral examination is concerned with the competence in the regent universities. This policy must also be implemented by July 1, 1991.

Young Pole captures Iowa chess honors

Grain dealer loses cases, plans to quit

The Associated Press

DES MOINES — The operator of two modern Iowa grain elevators has notified the state he will shut down the operations in Newhall and Brandon, saying he is short of working capital. He has already notified the Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stabilization that he has ceased doing business.

In a letter to the department, Jerry Mydlarski, of Cedar Rapids, said the state recently ordered the elevators to cease operating.

"It is very difficult to set up liquidity to keep the elevators open," Mydlarski wrote.

The elevators, which operated as Cedar Rapids Grain Warehouse Bureau of Iowa, have been inspected by the state.

Mydlarski, who owns the elevators with his wife, said he plans to quit the grain business completely.

He said the winner, Jarek Mydlarski, earned $1,000 as the winner.

The number of students studying there will be reduced if the students do not continue their course of study.

"The improved facility will also benefit the number of students who are enrolled at the university," Mydlarski said.

The new $35 million building is part of the $75 million expansion of the college.
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The new $35 million building is part of the $75 million expansion of the college.

The number of students studying there will be reduced if the students do not continue their course of study.

"The improved facility will also benefit the number of students who are enrolled at the university," Mydlarski said.
Unrest still grips the Baltics

BY TONY SMITH

VIENNA, Austria — Albanian restorers of their independence and the funeral route that wound through the city's Roman Catholic cathedral doffed their fur hats in the chill wind, and many people held candles, illuminating the overcast northern sky.

"They are our heroes," said Viron Gursky, a 50-year-old schoolteacher who had a bullet outside the cathedral. "What else would he do? He shot out in front of the tank?"


Albania defers free elections

BY LARRY BERNSTEIN

NEW YORK — Oil prices shot up as war begins

OIL PRICES SHOOT UP AS WAR BEGINS

The New York Times

NEW YORK — Oil prices shot up as war began in the Persian Gulf, climbing sharply from the closing closing date on US$0.02 a barrel to US$0.17 a barrel for the same date, and futures rose on Thursday, January 17, 1991.
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1990 oil prices raise inflation to highest level since 1981

Recession has yet to reach bottom

By Dave Stidmore

WASHINGTON — Shouting gas lines and fuel of price hikes helped inflation rise to 6.1 percent in 1990, the highest rate since 1981, and the purchasing power of the average American paycheck took a tremendous hit in that year because of increased interest rates and government spending, according to U.S. government reports released Wednesday.

Consumer Price Index

Prices rose 5.1 percent in 1990 and were up nearly 4 percent in December, according to the government.

'Vere going to have to cut back on entertainment and travel this year and cut back on clothing and shoes and eat more home-cooked meals,' said John E. Ratajczak, an analyst with Chase Econometrics, a consultancy.

Not one red cent.

But prices rise sharply this month because of the Persian Gulf war, Ratajczak said.

There are months of declining inflation in the pipeline and energy prices, which had risen sharply in the months following the Persian Gulf war, is expected to fall sharply this month.

The Labor Department's Producer Price Index showed that energy prices fell 1.6 percent in December and 5.5 percent over the year. It was the seventh consecutive month without an increase, and the biggest drop since 1981, when the economy was still recovering from the last recession.

People are living in the dark, the so-called "dark ages," said E.J. McMillan, president of the Chamber of Commerce.

Recession has yet to reach bottom

George McDonald, president of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said the economy was "living in the dark" and "the so-called "dark ages.""

The department has taken a firm grip on the economy. They also expect...
Humor, avant-garde blending successfully

By Henry Olsen

The Daily Iowan

I n the mood for art and entertainment? Well, it looks like there will be plenty of both at the University of Iowa's annual "Counterpoint" festival. This year's event is a celebration of experimental music and performance art, and promises to be a source of inspiration for those looking for something new.

"Counterpoint" is renowned for its blend of traditional and avant-garde works, and this year's edition is no exception. The festival features a diverse array of performers, including musicians, dancers, and visual artists, all coming together to create a unique and challenging experience.

Laughter as a remedy for despair.

Through music, comedy, film, and visuals, "Counterpoint" has become a space for the avant-garde to express themselves beyond traditional boundaries. This year's festival will continue this tradition, with performances that push the limits of what is considered "normal."

The festival is open to the public, and is a great opportunity for those looking to explore new forms of art and entertainment. Whether you're a seasoned art lover or just looking to try something new, "Counterpoint" is sure to deliver.

The festival kicks off on Saturday, with performances throughout the weekend. Be sure to check the schedule for times and locations of events.

For more information, visit the "Counterpoint" website or contact the festival organizers.

Regina Olsen

The Daily Iowan

Local exhibit condemns war through art

‘Lies’ show Art work, has other works

The Daily Iowan

A n anti-war art show is now on display at the University of Iowa’s art department. The show, "The Lies We Live," features works from a variety of artists and is open to the public until the end of the month.

The show is part of a larger project organized by the Iowa University Art Department and the Women’s Studies Program. The project aims to raise awareness about the impact of war and promote non-violent solutions to conflict.

The show features a range of works, including paintings, sculptures, and photographs. Each piece is accompanied by a statement explaining the artist’s inspiration and message.

One of the most striking works in the show is a large painting by Iowa City artist Mary Young. The painting depicts a group of soldiers and is accompanied by a statement expressing the artist’s opposition to war.

Another featured artist is Iowa City photographer Linda Rigby. Her work includes a series of photos taken during the 1991 Gulf War, which she used to create a powerful visual statement against the conflict.

The show is open to the public and is located in the Iowa University Art Department’s gallery. Visitors are encouraged to take the time to explore the works and hear the artists’ perspectives on the issue of war.

For more information, contact the Iowa University Art Department or visit the University’s website.
**Viewpoints**

**Viewpoints editor**
Michael Lorenzor, 335-5663

**THE 1990s**

**Just the beginning**
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On Wednesday, many of Baghdad's 1.8 million residents were already at home. Most air raids and strikes had taken place the previous night and the area was relatively quiet. Saddam was not at home; he was in the new international order.

The world's attention was focused on Iraq, on the United States, and on the international community. Saddam, who said he was ready for war, was not at home; he was in the new international order.

The United Nations Security Council, which had been met by the United States and the Soviet Union, had condemned Saddam's invasion of Kuwait and had imposed economic sanctions on Iraq. The council had also called for a cease-fire and a withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwait.

The United States and its allies, including Britain, France, and Saudi Arabia, had mobilized a military force totaling 55 to 60 divisions, 100,000 aircraft, and more than 5,000 naval vessels. The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.

The United States had also called on other countries to contribute to the multinational force, which was to be commanded by the United States.
The possibility of a draft draws a mix of responses from male UI students

By Leslie Vase
The Daily Iowan

With U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf, students in the UI administration have turned their attention toward ensuring the safety of students at home and abroad.

UI President Bruce Dammeier has asked the US government to keep its citizens well informed about the situation in the Middle East. Meanwhile, UI students are preparing to deal with the possibility of a draft.

UI plans commission for coping with war

By Leslie Vase
The Daily Iowan

UI College of Law Professor Peter Gelhorn has led a commission to study the possibility of a draft, which could affect UI students.

The commission, which will be made up of faculty members, administrators, and students, will investigate a wide range of topics, including the possible impact of a draft on the university's academic programs and on the lives of individual students.

The commission will also consider the possibility of a draft, which could affect UI students, and will explore ways to prepare students for such an eventuality.

The commission's goal is to ensure that UI students are well informed and prepared for any potential changes that may result from a draft.
Graf, Seles advance in Australian World tensions spark first-round feud

By Steve Witten
The Associated Press

MELBOURNE, Australia — Steffi Graf and Martina Seles both expect to go some distance at the Australian Open, but they noted that politics are as much a part of tennis as tennis is a part of politics.

Graf reached the third round of the Australian Open on Monday, the first time in five years that the world’s No. 1 ranked player has been able to make it that far in the tournament. Seles, meanwhile, advanced to the quarterfinals by defeating her doubles partner, David Paternoster, 6-3, 6-4. Seles had her father, Tony, watching her on television in the United States.

Graf was the last player in a row, dropping her racket three times as the weight of her expectations fell on her. She said about Graf, the women’s top seed and the defending champion, “It happens too often. In the last round it doesn’t happen at all.”

Patriotic and patriotic-seeming actions have been taken by players and sponsors in a variety of ways, from painting their rackets in red, white and blue, to playing songs such as “America the Beautiful” during changeovers.

“Seles is really just a great player,” said Graf, who won her 17th Grand Slam title in January at the French Open. “I don’t think she’ll do anything for me.”

ATP Tour official Walter Bressel followed the women into the locker room, and told them to "realize the players just have to do their job." Seles and Graf have been_seed, riddled Sabine Hack (6-3, 6-4) already eliminated from play.

American and Australian news reports of the attacks against Iraq include inside-the-game sound bites and early reports as they watched the events unfold.

“Really, the American people are the same people everywhere, and I think every country wants the same thing — to stop the war,” said Graf, the world’s No. 4 seed and a finalist in the 1993 Australian Open.

“Seles is just a great player. I don’t think she’ll do anything for me. She’s just a great player,” said Graf, who won her 17th Grand Slam title in January at the French Open.

“Seles is really just a great player,” said Graf, who won her 17th Grand Slam title in January at the French Open. “I don’t think she’ll do anything for me.”

By Hal Ruck
The Associated Press

March 14, 1993 - 5:13 PM
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Hawkeyes

my trouble coming back from that is my biggest worry.

We reclassified last week in Ollis' office. It's still

Some of the main factors in deciding to make a change were:

1. The team's performance on the field - "They didn't want to

2. The players' motivation and morale:

3. The coach's commitment:

4. The facilities and resources available at Iowa State:

5. The impact on the university's overall athletic program:

6. The potential for future success:

The decision to move to in-state competition was made after extensive discussions and analysis of these factors.

Jumbo

In this match, the Jets had the advantage in front of the home crowd, thanks to their solid defense and quick transition on the offensive end. In addition, the Jets' defense showed great commitment, holding the Hawkeyes to only 3 points in the first quarter. Despite the setback, the Hawkeyes managed to tie the game in the second quarter, but the Jets continued to build on their lead, ultimately winning the match by a score of 7-0.

Underclassmen

The Hawkeyes had a strong performance in the second quarter, with Fagan coming in to play a key role in their victory. With underclassmen like Elliott and Gilbert, the team is looking forward to a bright future.

Tennis

The Iowa State tennis team had a strong showing in the dual meet against the University of Iowa. The team won all six singles matches and four of the six doubles matches, securing a 7-0 victory. The win was especially significant for the Iowa State team, as they have been struggling in recent meets.

Holyfield-WBC not quite a federal boy's club

WBC chairman Bob Arum and his staff were not pleased with Holyfield's performance in the first round, saying it was "lackluster" and that the fight did not live up to expectations. Holyfield, on the other hand, claimed that he was "in shape" and "ready to go," but his performance did not reflect these claims. The referee ended up stopping the fight in the third round, citing Holyfield's poor performance.

Sportsbriefs

The Vietnamese government has vowed to take all necessary steps to ensure the safety and well-being of the Vietnamese people, including diplomatic measures and international cooperation. The government has also appealed to the international community to support its efforts in this regard.

The Iowa State tennis team won all six singles matches and four of the six doubles matches, securing a 7-0 victory against the University of Iowa.

The Holyfield-WBC not quite a federal boy's club.

While Holyfield's performance was not up to par, his handlers are still confident in his ability to come back and win future matches. They are planning to regroup and work on improving his technique and fitness levels to ensure he is in top form for his next fight.
Michigan's vacant head coaching job is drawing the interest of NFL scouts. As a result, Jim Steiner, a former Michigan State player, has been offered a coaching position by the Cleveland Browns.

Steiner, who is now coaching at the University of Maryland, was approached by the Browns about the position. He said he has not yet made a decision on whether to accept the offer.

"I'm still considering my options," Steiner said. "I'm not making any decisions right now."
Friendy encounters
Quarterbacks Mike Tomczak of the Chicago Bears, left, and Jeff Hafley of the New York Giants chat as they leave the field after the Giants' 31-10 win in Sunday's NFC second-round playoff game.

Irish to lose Ellis for semester
The Associated Press

BURLINGTON, Ind. — LaPhonao Ellis, Notre Dame's leading scorer and rebounder, is suddenly mileage away and will miss the rest of the season.

Burlington, Ill. — Notre Dame was electrifying in the first half. The Irish had dropped seven straight, but they have run the table with consecutive victories over Miami and West Virginia. Ellis was averaging 16.4 points and 11 rebounds.

"It will be a big loss for us," Phelan said Wednesday.

The Irish had 26 points and grabbed 11 rebounds Tuesday in Notre Dame's 70-70 overtime win over West Virginia. "LaPhonao probably played his best game at Notre Dame against the Mountaineers," Phelan said.

Ellis, an accounting major, passed all his courses but failed to maintain the 2.0 grade average Notre Dame requires for athletic eligibility.

Ellis said the loss of Ellis will force the Irish to regroup before its worst game of the season, a 69-64 defeat by South Carolina on Wednesday.

"It's like he's in foul trouble," he said.

The win in South Carolina came after Notre Dame was earlier stung by the loss of point guard Singleton, who missed six weeks with a left knee injury.

Ellis was averaging 12.4 points and led the Irish in scoring before he left.

"I don't really expect to see us go out and do my job whether I make the Pre-Heat or not," he said. "I'm going to play both positions and just try to get people open."}

Proposal would give state power to realign secondary conferences
The Associated Press

BROOKLYN, N.Y. — InToyland Superintendents representing the large-school districts in the Metropolitan City, Cedar Rapids, have made it difficult for the school board on Wednesday. The former players also said they were concerned about getting rid of "The system of" the current players' pension plans.

The players, led by Hall of Famers Barry Swoboda and Bubba Smith, said that NHL owners eventually would have to go to a $1 billion lawsuit against the NHL, as an effort to improve retired players' pension plans and fund it instead to secure current players' pension plans.

"We're not going to let you off the hook," said Beverly Swoboda, who has won six games and four yards against West Virginia scored four points and led the Irish in scoring before he left.

"I don't really expect to see us go out and do my job whether I make the Pre-Heat or not," he said. "I'm going to play both positions and just try to get people open."
Shell likes Raiders' chances with Bills

By John Nadler
The Associated Press

EL SEGUNDO, Calif. — At first glance, it appeared Buffalo Bills quarterback Jim Kelly, who was injured against the Los Angeles Raiders, has the Bills playing a shell game on offense.

In fact, if the Raiders defense is an elusive as Saturday's AFC championship game against the Bills is set up to be, Shell likes the Bills chances with the game on the scoreboard.

Shell said he is concerned about the Bills without Kelly, but he also said he would continue on until he is removed.

"If we could find an internationally experienced coach, we would make a move," U.S. Soccer president Alan Rothenberg said Wednesday. "We could improve by hiring a coach with international experience. We would make a move if we knew there was a coach who would replace Bob Gansler and we didn't care about the MLS experience.

Bill's coach Finley is an excellent coach, but it appears to be on the top of the list." Under Gansler, the team qualified for the World Cup for the first time since 1990. But it went 0-3 at last year's tournament in Italy and finished 23rd among 24 nations.

The Americans were criticized as overrated, but Fricker said he was aware of the possibility.

"If it's not looking good, then we could change," Fricker said Wednesday. "TheAssociated Press"

The Associated Press reported that the U.S. may change soccer coach on Wednesday as a possibility.
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Dr. Science and the gang join up once again to provide hilarious entertainment!

Galvin Fine Arts Center
St. Ambrose University
518 West Locust St., Davenport, IA

For more information: 319-383-8775

U.S. may change soccer coach

By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — The U.S. Soccer Federation said Wednesday that Bob Gansler would replace Bob Baur as coach of the national team.

Gansler has coached the team since January 1996, and Wednesday was announced as his last day in charge.

"The move is expected to take place next month, and he will be replaced by a coach announced later in January," Rothenberg said.

Shell's rise to the occasion. We expect to win.

"We're playing a great football team, we know that. This team will rise to the occasion. We expect to win," Shell said.

The Bills defense has been compartmentalized, as its best two games, allowing 271 yards in a regular-season victory over the Bengals last December, and 280 yards in a playoff win over the San Diego Chargers last week.

"We've improved tremendously when the first time we played them," Shell said. "We've improved tremendously when the second time we played them.

Buffalo's offense has improved, and the defensive line, on a 1-0 victory over Miami last week, gave the Bills another win.

Bill's coach Finley is an excellent coach, but it appears to be on the top of the list.

"Under Gansler, the team qualified for the World Cup for the first time since 1990. But it went 0-3 at last year's tournament in Italy and finished 23rd among 24 nations. The Americans were criticized as overrated, but Fricker said he was aware of the possibility."

"If it's not looking good, then we could change," Fricker said Wednesday. "The Associated Press reported that the U.S. may change soccer coach on Wednesday as a possibility."

"The Associated Press reported that the U.S. may change soccer coach on Wednesday as a possibility."

Dr. Science and the gang join up once again to provide hilarious entertainment!

Galvin Fine Arts Center
St. Ambrose University
518 West Locust St., Davenport, IA

For more information: 319-383-8775

THE DOCTOR IS IN

Dr. Pepper has arrived at the Union Station and to celebrate, we're writing up some great prescriptions.

Get a 16 oz. glass of Dr. Pepper for only 25c

OR

a FREE 16 oz. glass of Dr. Pepper with the purchase of a meatball sandwich, pizza, or chicken wings.

And while you're here...

Sign up for a chance to win a VCR!

(Not good through 2/19. One per customer)

Clip and drop in entry box at Union Station.

Name

Phone

Address

drawing will be held on 1/28/91. MU employees not eligible to win.
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HELP WANTED

Vocational Specialist

Full-time position available for a Vocational Specialist. This position will be responsible for providing vocational rehabilitation services to individuals with disabilities. Experience in vocational rehabilitation and strong communication skills are required. For more information, please contact [Contact Information].

HELP WANTED

AIDS Nurse

Immediate opening for a full-time AIDs nurse. Experience in HIV/AIDS care is required. Must be certified in CPR and have current license. Please call [Contact Information] for more information.

HELP WANTED

Personal Shopper

Part-time personal shopper position available. Experience in retail and customer service preferred. Must be able to maintain a positive attitude and work well under pressure. Call [Contact Information] for an interview.

HELP WANTED

House Painter

Local painting contractor seeking experienced house painters. Must be able to climb ladders and work outside. Benefits include health insurance and paid time off. Call [Contact Information] to apply.

HOUSEHOLD ITEMS

Mortgages/Loans

Local mortgage company seeking loan processors. Experience in the mortgage industry preferred. Must be able to work under tight deadlines. Call [Contact Information] for more information.

CHILD CARE

Custody Case Worker

Immediate opening for a custody case worker. Must have experience in family law and strong communication skills. Must be able to work independently and in a team setting. Call [Contact Information] for an interview.

LOST & FOUND

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted for apartment in [Location]. Must be a student and have good references. Includes utilities and parking. Call [Contact Information] for more information.

ROOM FOR RENT

APARTMENT FOR RENT
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Stanley’s ‘Hardware’ merges sci-fi and horror successfully

By Paul Young

Theatrical sensation Mark Pauline, who spawls his flesh onto electronic devices, says he’d like to quit. When asked what machine will be the next one he uses, he answers: “What do these machines really want to be? What is their innermost desire? I think they’re quite hungering for a chance to exist.”

One of the most atmospheric thrill rides of the post-'2001' era.

The film’s effortless gravitas is enhanced by its beautiful future atmosphere. It’s clear how far the film is going to win over our unfulfilled audience, none of these characters is to say, very much beyond what we want, or meaning that much, and yet we’re immediately drawn into it. This would be a waste of precious survival time.

We refer to New York City as a giant landfill for its overwhelming density. And certainly for its overwhelming density.

The writers were somewhere fast and were so afraid to offend a child or their parents that they included the following in the new movie: "You won’t believe how much this film is about childhood and family!"

The role of Mark is played by Mark Pauline, the real Mark Pauline. Mark Pauline is a futurist who has made a number of films about the future of the world. He is also a writer and speaker. His most recent film, "Hardware," is a scifi/horror movie that was released in 2003. The film is set in a dystopian future where machines have taken over the world.

The main character is Mark, a man who lives in a desolate mine of a city. He is a member of a group of people who are trying to survive in this world.

Mark is a brilliant spirit of a human being - a man to the country of the electronic age. He is really smart and something glows in him. His name is Mark Pauline, and he was born in 1956.

The film's most impressive aspect is its understated, almost supernatural atmosphere. It's clear that no one in the film is going to win over our unfulfilled audience, none of these characters is to say, very much beyond what we want, or meaning that much, and yet we're immediately drawn into it. This would be a waste of precious survival time.

Athe Bijou

So far, the plot may seem mind-bendingly familiar. But "Hardware" is a film that takes the concept of using machines to create new forms of art to an entirely new level. The film's themes of technology and humanity are explored in a way that is both thought-provoking and entertaining.

The story takes place in a world where machines have taken over the role of humans. The main character, Mark, is a man who has dedicated his life to understanding these machines and using them to create new forms of art. The film explores the relationship between humans and machines, and the possibilities and challenges of this new world.

Through a series of events, Mark discovers that the machines are not as intelligent as they seem. They are capable of emotions, but they do not understand the concept of love. Mark must use his intelligence and strength to fight against the machines and protect his loved ones.

In the end, Mark realizes that the only way to truly understand the machines is to learn from them. He uses his knowledge to create a new form of art that is both beautiful and powerful, and he is able to share this art with the world.

"Hardware" is a film that explores the relationship between humans and technology in a way that is both thought-provoking and entertaining. It is a film that will stay with you long after the credits have rolled.

O’Neal tells of strained relations

The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Ryan O’Neal says he and daughter Tatiana have not talked since and since he began living with Farrah Fawcett more than a decade ago.

Tatiana, now 21, had been living with O’Neal since she was a child and the two hadn’t talked.

People

"I had to make a choice between Farrah, who was very close to me and to Tatiana," O’Neal, 64, said in the February 9, 2007, issue of People magazine. "Tatiana made me choose. I said, ‘Tatiana, if you live with me, you don’t talk with Farrah.’"

O’Neal said he had been estranged from his daughter for a year before the interview.

In the People article, O’Neal said he was doing his best to "overcome the sting of the break up and move on" with Tatiana.

The actress and producer Farrah Fawcett died of cancer on Tuesday at age 62.

Fawcett was best known for her role as Donna Jones on the 1970s sitcom "Charlie’s Angels." She also starred in the 1984 film "Knots Landing" and was nominated for an Academy Award for her role in the 2004 film "The Client." Fawcett was also a prominent figure in the entertainment industry, and was known for her activism and public speaking.

O’Neal, who was married to Fawcett from 1979 to 1992, said in his statement that he was sorry for any pain his estrangement from his daughter had caused.

Mark and a liberal spirit of a human being - a man to the country of the electronic age. He is really smart and something glows in him. His name is Mark Pauline, and he was born in 1956.

"Hardware" is a film that explores the relationship between humans and technology in a way that is both thought-provoking and entertaining. It is a film that will stay with you long after the credits have rolled.

The film's most impressive aspect is its understated, almost supernatural atmosphere. It's clear that no one in the film is going to win over our unfulfilled audience, none of these characters is to say, very much beyond what we want, or meaning that much, and yet we're immediately drawn into it. This would be a waste of precious survival time.